Outsiders/Freak the Mighty Reality Theme iMovie Rubric

Technical Merits (25 points; 5 points each subcategory)
1. Time – film’s total time can be no longer than 90 seconds
   - Title = 10 seconds
   - Tableau = 10 seconds
   - Confessionals = 30 seconds for each character; no more than 2!
   - 1 point will be deducted for every 5 extra seconds

2. Titles – one title page containing only the following:
   - Chapter number
   - Theme for scene
   - Both partners’ names

3. Editing – both partners must participate in the editing process
   - Partner’s grade will lose 5 points for non-participation

4. Camera Work – film is focused, loud enough, and clear, not shaky!

5. Presentation – both partners will summarize their iMovie to class

Filmed Acting and Confessionals (25 points)
1. Tableau – 1-2 “frozen” scenes expressing meaning of scene’s theme
   - No action is allowed in these tableaus
   - No speaking is allowed either

2. Confessionals – each character in scene must hold a “confessional”
   - Look directly in camera, talk to it, and become that character

iMovie Expression (25 points)
1. Storyboards – no more than 3 scenes
   - 2-3 complete sentences describing action/purpose

2. Group Communication
   - Explain your film vision and camera directions to co-group
   - How well does your co-group understand what film is about?
   - Do they have enough info to capture your ideas on film?

Thematic Interpretation (25 points)
1. Theme – does your theme match the chapter’s scene appropriately?
   - Does this theme describe your scene fully?

2. Written Confessionals
   - 1 complete paragraph that fully explains character’s P.O.V.
   - Must describe what this character is thinking and feeling
   - Filmed confessional does not and should not match the written confessional exactly!